Review. Stereo system Mythos / Lector / NAT

Gramophone, 12/08

As an expert of present review we invited Alexander Tarim – audio specialist and former editor of Salon AV column of the hi-fi journal.
Now Alexander mostly takes the role of exclusive High End device constructor.
At the audio-show Premium Hi-Fi & Home Theatre 2008 he demonstrated Tube Amplifier FK (on the photo) with CD-gramophone Chord Red
Reference and the acoustic system Dynaudio Sapphire.
Experiment succeeded: components completely manifested their possibilities. In one of the following journal numbers, we plan to write about it
more extensively, until Alexander analyses the system made in so unusual place for High End, in the south of Europe.
Usually device creators are penury on compliments for competitor’s product; however, when we talk about real exclusive – Alexander ranges the
system exactly so, - the situation “artist featuring artist” is correct and mutually useful.
Alexander Tarim agreed to talk about the system whose base is amplifier made by his Serbian colleague, and for the readers of the Gramophone
it will be interesting to know the opinion about the system from man, who beautifully knows inner secrets of the electrical circuits and audio
technology.
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Welcome to all music fans. Many times, I have sworn to write nothing more on audio topic, but this time the case is...
special. A long time before the audio-show Premium Hi-Fi & Home Theatre 2008, I had run for cable hank of the
creation to Moscow exhibition “Collection” (“Koллекция”), where the giant from Serbia is living, and I had been
staying there so long. God is my witness, that is difficult to me to give compliments for tube amplifiers, especially
single-ended…

Device looks like nothing familiar.
However, let’s start from beginning. The amplifier itself means nothing
more than the engine of the car. Of course, we are considering the system,
but every part of it has its own center. Here, certainly, the centers are
monoblocks with massive glass balloons, whose anodes in certain moments
become incandescent until brick red (the name gives association on color of
the volcanic magma). The 450 TH – modulus tubes for radio-emitters
manifested their ability for dissipation on the anode only half a kW (it
became pleasantly warm in the room).

In front of me is the product created by Balkan maestro Dejan Nikic, the leader of NAT company, the elite technique, practically hand made; NAT has
distributors in The USA and Canada, and is gradually moving its products to Holland, Greece, Italy, The New Zealand, Norway and, of course, Russia. Have you
heard for Nikic before? We are living irregularly, not following extraordinary trends. Therefore, the combination of design and sound is worth of paying
attention. Sound is powerful enough, eruptive and not at all clinically audiophile. Brief review refers to Soviet 6N1P-EV and 6N30P-DR – evidently, patents
saved by miracle from the time of our military deliveries to Josip Broz Tito. Such a system makes us think about electrical circuits, similar to the legendary
Ongaku (Audio Note) with cathode followers before big capacity tube.
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Why is it necessary?
Simple calculation shows that nominal output power of 160 W in
classical single-ended regime of A class isn’t obtained, even how
one can imagine, from the red hot glass tubes. After that, it follows
A2 class with grid circuit. Sharp, dynamic regime with attractive
possibilities, but there is one attribute I am not satisfied with: the
triode with grid circuit... stops to be the triode, by rotation on
pentode characteristics. According to that, without dynamic
feedback on power waves they could not be blocked (feedback
existence is noticed in the characteristics).
It should be said that besides the specified regime there is calm port with the output of 40 W (anode vibrates calmly), without feedback – what a comfortable
family life. However, after listening to the music in that regime not too long, I did not stop to research it seriously: indeed, it is really worthy object, which needs
to be studied and used in pickup status, not imitating mild decency.

What else?
The way without coupling capacitors, the computed stability of incandescent by direct current, keeping the regime of output glass tube, the power in kW and
output transformer, the anti-vibration covers, the protective glass in front of incandescent tube (I'm sure it would be better without it). In other words, the
aggressive device of nonstandard technology which analogy on the world market, probably, you will not find. Interesting thing - from some reason, monoblocks
need input signal four times bigger than standard, which simply deprecates them on their own preamplifier.
In this case it is the same NAT Utopia, which is installed on the same Soviet 6N23P-EV (author established that they had been experimenting with ECC-88 more
than with other modifications, - and I concluded the same) and omnipresent 6N30P.
Hereabout the amplification is realized without the capacitors and the transformers too (I suppose that, the semiconductor integrators haven’t been bypassed, and
they are keeping zero on output).
The construction of double mono is with outside supply block. I notice the inversion of incoming signal phases on 180 degrees (Conrad Johnson School?). The
manage apparatus and display are sited in the supply block, and in the preamplifier itself, only sound signals circulate.
The source of recorded sound is offered Italian device Lector, which can be found on the market with relation price - quality that cannot be seen such often.
The transmitter of the recorded sound is integral gramophone Lector CDP-7T with separated supply block (transmitter with double baffler, the portable cover and
manual CD setup) and converter Lector Digicode Tube Dac which differs in attribute that it first occurs output analogous cascade on tubes 12AT7 (ECC-81), and
outside multilane supply block CAP RSM1704.
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Acoustic systems Mythos Premonition from Greece are worthy of special attention in this installation
2,5-system construction has been composed with Scan Speak loudspeakers (Denmark). The pipes are, at the first sight, interesting with their inner structure,
which project carriers called Dedalus Project, which associates on complex and complicated labyrinth. The body is laminar; the layers have been cut from
plywood (without DVP!) with precise equipment. The massif of complex structure naturally absorbs tone, suppresses resonance and lessens loudspeaker volume.
This is in essence an architectonic solution, we should think about it, taken from classical theater building with good acoustics.
From the equipment I select Acrolink - station and cable supply system
(According to my experiment, I know that in many cases just those powerful cables are the best form to block some anomalies, which appear in the electric
system). Anyway, for this system here, it was reserved, from same brand Acrolink, something more radical. The transformer, which makes 220 V from... 220 V.
Nevertheless, energy feeder galvanic isolates itself from the cables of the electric system, the effect of many difficulties is minimized, and the constancy of
compound and alternate electrical power is enabled. The transformer, with impressive power which size is in kW, is coiled from pure copper cable, and output
terminals are of the top class. All the components (except output monoblocks) are connected on the system through that device.

This equipment is disposed on stands TAOS (Japan).

Why is it really worthy listening to this system?
Individuality is very expressed in it.
There is no dominant technical idea, and we cannot give epithet “tube” to the sound at all.
The characteristic style is present, which cannot be puzzled in the beginning, until first voices.
In the first act of Richard Strauss’s “The Knight of the Rose”, a loving couple is singing. Traditionally – the roles of both amorous were played by women. In this
case, Anne Sofie von Otter and Kiri Te Kanawa. I would not say that the EMI Classics record is the most successful: except in occasional cases when two
separate voices have been heard. In this case, that is obtained by some space elusive method.
Generally, the voices are certain hypnotic moment of the single-ended amplifiers; the trouble is that the most devices can do nothing special due to catastrophic
deficit of dynamics and miscellaneous events.
It has been approved that it can be aesthetic; even when heavy tasks have been done.
Feeling for style.
For instance, Brams performed by string quartet of The Juilliard School. Amazing rhythm and feeling for playing are on the edge of fantasy.
It’s interesting that just on classical music this system has successfully performed the compound moments, which would not be such strong on many others.
There are some causation and relevance, but the rules have not been explicitly defined.
The instruments are not strident in “Rome Carnival” by Berlioz, which has pretended on totally beauty, exactly allow the formation of the theme and completely
space correspond to real performance.
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Another virtue – copper
It is big. It is yellow. It is smoothly, and it shines like from childhood on parades and demonstrations. John Coltrane was so different in Blue Train and
Greensleeves; Coleman Hooks was in one moment pungent, in the other melancholic. In Rock. I am listening to Child in Time from favorite disc, overflow
energy has been attained completely, though, it is noticeably that it has been caught in fragments on the lowest bass, and rising wave has not come on the surface.
Mastery is heard, precisely from 1969. There are complexity and individuality at the same time. You pay respects to musicians, and engineer Martin Birch too.
Probably, there are many fragmentary impressions. What are the possibilities and advantages of the system, considering that its price is not small? In total –
completely successful project giving to us powerful, in many proportions, energetic and correct music picture with dominating tube autonomy.
Have you often met the totality of listed attributes in the same time?
It is summary of several glasses; it is victory, which is, certainly, in life the most precious and the most stable.
If you want an association – it is a view through hotel window, not on Vesuvius, which is smoking, but on magma that is peacefully flowing. Latent temperament
is emerging on the surface.
From critical corner, I notice sometimes insufficiently sharp feeling for speed and rhythm - suppose, in energetic Texas country music – and affinity to monotony
on high frequencies; they are clear and beautiful, but with time, repeating of the limited variants of that beauty has been observed. Domination of the tubes
6N30P has been felt – in that way sometimes it has been gone behind them.
I want to talk about something else.
Magma – for sure technological skip to the future.
It is not an attempt to launch something remained in the 60’s, and vacuum support symbolizes the beginning for modern, sometimes unconventional
technologies. During analyses of this device, with pleasure I notice closeness of Serbian master's mind and work in his own solutions. The world hi-fi and
High End run thru crisis. The majority of well-known companies cannot neither keep, nor raise demand and advancement plan. In these times, the
fresh ideas come from other places. The most possibly, the future is in front of the not too big, extravagant companies, which are led by confirmed
individualists.
I am sorry, not to have had the opportunity to meet Dejan so far (I had been waiting for him on the audio-show), to talk about many things, to drink a cup or two
of domestic “rakija”, to organize friendly jam-session with own devices, on the best jazz traditions. I did not mention that I was glad for such an important device
being made in Serbia, which, as the state, was publicly imposed the dissociation and new meaning...
Alexander Tarim
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